1. Articles: A and An

Would you like _____ orange?

2. Articles: A and An

I am going to buy _____ phone.

Mom cracked _____ egg.

Wear _____ jacket when you go outside.
5. Articles: A and An
There is _____ octopus in the fish tank.

6. Articles: A and An
May I borrow _____ pen?

Take _____ umbrella with you.

Liam picked _____ flower.
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9. Articles: A and An
I ate _____ ice cream cone.

10. Articles: A and An
May I have _____ pear?

_____ owl lives in that tree.

Today is _____ sunny day.
13. Articles: A and An

Ella saw _____ ant on the sidewalk.

14. Articles: A and An

Taylor read _____ book.

_____ old man lives in that house.

_____ train went down the track.
17. Articles: A and An
   I drew _____ alien in a spaceship.

18. Articles: A and An
   Ken lives in _____ green house.

   Jay chopped _____ onion.

   Have you seen _____ cat?
21. Articles: A and An
She saw _____ eagle in the sky.

22. Articles: A and An
Gary drank _____ bottle of water.

I downloaded _____ app.

Miss Jones drives _____ red car.
25. Articles: A and An
Mrs. Brown has _____ orchid.

26. Articles: A and An
_____ fish swam by.

A man painted _____ arrow on the street.

Do you see _____ clock on the wall?
29. Articles: A and An
We sailed to

30. Articles: A and An
We will chop wood
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Task Cards: Articles (A and An)

Complete each sentence with the word **a** or **an**.
Write the complete sentences on your answer sheet.

1. ____________________________

14. ____________________________

15. ____________________________
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Task Cards: Articles (A and An)

Complete each sentence with the word a or an. Write the complete sentences on your answer sheet.

16. ____________________________

29. ____________________________

30. ____________________________

Preview
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Task Cards: Articles (A and An)

Complete each sentence with the word a or an. Write the complete sentence on your answer sheet.

1. Would you like ____ an ____ orange?

16. ____ A ____ train went down the track.

15. ____ An ____ old man lives in that house.

30. We will chop wood with ____ an ____ ax.
Task Cards: Articles (A and An)

This file contains 30 task cards.

There are countless ways to use task cards in your classroom. Here are a few ideas:
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